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Home / Tools &amp; Home Enhancement,Welding &amp;Soldering &amp;Soldering,Soldering and Soldering Equipment,Soldering &amp;quot;&quot;quot; &amp;quot;Flux&amp;quot;, Brassing Sticks / Muggy Weld Super Alloy 1 Full Set 1/8 Sale! 1000 in warehouse standard delivery orders are sent usps priority, signature may be
required. Super Alloy 1 is a low temperature multi-metal solder that connects all white metals at 350 degrees. Its copper flow becomes brown from root beer when the unfavorable metal metal has reached the correct operating temperature, effectively acting as the right guide to temperature. Super alloy 1 connections at half the melting
point of pot metal, allowing quick and easy repair of classic cars and antique parts (such as pot metal moat or broken pot metal pieces). White metals can also be joined practically to any other metal, even from ferrous metals, such as steel to aluminum. Super Alloy 1 can be applied with any heat source, including soldering gun, hot air
pistol, or propane burner without welding expertise.****************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************Aluminum Castings, Large Aluminum
Tables or Diamond Plate Aluminum – Please use Super Alloy 5 and Oxytylene Torch for these applications. If you have any questions, please write before purchase so we can direct you to the right product and torch. This product contains cadmium.********************************2018 MuggyWeld LLC – All rights reserved. Images and
product descriptions on this Amazon sales page are copyrighted and may not be used under any circumstances without written permission from Muggy Weld.. Muggy Weld Super Alloy 1 Complete Set 1/8 How to Buy on site including IM discounts you can find catalogs related to the product, it is only possible to choose Muggy weld super
alloy 1 full set 1/8 love and make a great order. Soon the boss will grab hold of you and answer your questions about Muggy Weld Super Alloy 1 Full Set 1/8. We all advanced warranty services and are ready to give you in-depth advice. Product Data Contains: 5 x 18x 1/8 bars with diameter and 1 jar with flux.350° F operating temperature:
eliminates metal washable. Works with: propane, MAPP gas, oxyacetylene, butane, heat weapon, etc. It can be covered, painted, powder painted, polished, shaped, built and can replace the missing metal parts. Solder of 20,000 PSI: pot metal, thin small aluminum pieces, galvanized metal, zinc coated metals, copper, brass, bronze,
steel.› See more product details. Full description not availableA fewer 4.24.2 out of 5 stars13 product ratings sys_afiJun 05, 2017Top reviewi is skeptical, but it works! I am a professional welder/business owner with over 35 years of welding experience metals.an antique car collector bring in several old pot metal dicast parts. I would
usually weld such metal with TIG and aluminum filler. But I couldn't make him work well in that part. It was also very small, leading to additional problems. I ordered a set and did it with a torch on the propana. The secret is the flow. Having joined and built parts I mixed the repair with a grinder and snorting, then I filled with a low stain or
bubbles with a soldering iron. Produced quality show Repair a pretty hopeless part!this was my first time using this product. I recommend it! Verified Purchase: Yes | Condition: new | Sold by: 1498737960@deletedby i_granite_iJan 13, 2019This critical reviewFirst time using this product. Pros: It works well for soldering sweat metal as
announced. Relatively easy to use after watching some videos. Cons: contains cadmium. Almost no product for the price. 6 isos rods are a lot to fill. It's okay, three/32 rods are a little floppy. The scale flow is in a bottle the size of a bull lighter. Not much. Finding feedback is very difficult and their product videos are the only thing you can
find on Youtube.Product Comments Dialogue Reviews DialogueProduct Reviews DialogueProduct Reviews Dialogue Verified Purchase: Yes | Condition: new | Sold by: 1498737960@deletedby franmen-84Aug 06, 2019Friend with this welding is very disappointing. This is a weld, which is only to give aesthetic coatings, but the pieces are
not left to make mechanical strength. Welding does not matter for welding, which they make for electrical circuits. It can work with copper, but definitely with a pot of metal does not work. I made all kinds of attempts to weld a piece that broke and didn't even heat the pieces to 350 degrees. apparently welded, but does not stick to the metal,
and when the statement was made, they sent me only all the time to watch their videos again on the Internet. Product Reviews Dialog ImagesProduct Reviews DialogVerified Purchase: Yes | Condition: new | Sold by: 1498737960@deletedby edwarmonroSep 27, 2017One, if not the best product I have used , 1940 vineyard , costs up from
1000.00 , it saved me a lot, easy and simpleChecked purchase: Yes Condition: new | Sold by: 1498737960@deletedby bdavis5860Sep 05, 2018Sep Does not work for me on tatele. He was too weak. Everything went well. 100000000000000000 Verified Purchase: Yes | Condition: new | For sale on: 1498737960@deletedGreat product. I
did exactly what I needed to do. Verified Purchase: Yes | Condition: new | For sale from: 1498737960@deletedGreat product repair of the things listed. Easy to use. Verified Purchase: Yes | Condition: new | Sold by: 1498737960@deletedWorks GreatSwivel Purchase: Yes | Condition: new | Sold on: 1498737960@deletedby
BoomershotrodsMom 09, 2017Golly for fixing radiatorsVerified purchase: Yes | Condition: new | Sold by: 1498737960@deletedby 55belair09Jul 30, 2018Nice product works well for meCrit purchase: Yes | Condition: new | Home / No Category / Super Alloy 1 Multi-Metal and Pot Super Alloy 1 is a low temperature multi-metal and carton
metal solder that binds all white metals and can also join almost all other metals, even ferrous metals for non-ferrous metals, such as steel with aluminum. Super alloy 1 connects metals at half the melting point of metal in cashews; its copper flow becomes root beer brown when the unfavorable metal reaches the operating temperature of
350°F, allowing quick and easy repairs for soldering with little or no pre-heating. This all position rod is ideal for repairing pot metal shield and can be applied with any heat source, including soldering gun, hot air gun, or propane burner without welding experience. The industry standard for classic car recovery and antique auto applications,
Super Alloy 1 has saved thousands of priceless classic car parts! Main features: pot metal, aluminum, galvanized metal, copper, brass, bronze, steel, zinc dying casting, bench, galvanized steel, lead, Zamak, monkey metal Bonds diverse metals: brass to aluminum, copper to stainless, etc. Low operating temperature - 350 ° F - prevents
belligerents and damage to the base metal; Preferred in applications requiring low temperature High wettability Works with: propane, MAPP gas, oxyacetylene, butane, heat gun, larger seeders, oven flute turns root-beer brown, when the parent metal reaches 350 ° F, acts as a guide to absolute temperature Can be covered, painted,
powder painted, polished, shape missing pieces Completely non-corrosive; washed with warm water 20,000 psi bonding force Note: Super Alloy 1 can not be used to repair aluminum boats, cast aluminum, large aluminum tables, or diamond plate aluminum. Super alloy 5 and oxyacetyl torch are necessary for these applications. For
castings more than 1/8 thick, we recommend to bevel base metals with a mill before soldering. Contains cadmium.  Superlegies 1 cannot be imported into EU countries due to import rules.     MUGGYWELD.COM AND WELD WELDS ON AMAZON STORE ARE THE ONLY DISTRIBUTORS OF AUTHENTIC WELDING WELDING
PRODUCTS. WE DO NOT SELL PRODUCTS THROUGH OTHER SITES. If you find discount KITS online, you're likely buying counterfeit products at your own risk California Claim 65: Caution: This product contains chemicals including [Cadmium] that are known to the state of California to cause cancer.  For more information, go to
replacement stream for super alloy 1 1
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